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In his 2015 paper, On The Distribution of Rational Squares, Michael Weiss explores the behavior of
rational squares—numbers that can be written in the form (pq )
2 for integers p and q—particularly which
rational squares fall between certain consecutive integers. As a continuation of his research, we examined
many patterns associated with these numbers, especially the connection between the size of the denominator
and their distribution. Looking at the set of denominators that are part of a rational square that falls between
two given consecutive integers n and n + 1, we were able to uncover properties regarding the distribution
of the rational squares. In addition to this, we explored the minimum value σ of this set for given n, as
depicted in the graph of σ(n) vs. n, which proved to be full of patterns:
We prove that a square root function upper bounds the graph, all values of σ(n) will be greater than 2, and
also formulas for σ(n) for certain patterns of n. We also look at the set Σc of denominators greater than the
minimum that do not have a numerator allowing the square to fall between two certain consecutive integers.
This set can also be defined as
Σc(n) =
{
q > σ(n) | there is no p
q
with n <
(
p
q
)2
< n+ 1
}
The size of this set proves to be very interesting, as there are certain patterns of integers that cause this set to
be empty. Because a rational square with a given denominator, q, will produce an integer square once every
q numerators, the set of squares is effectively “compressed.” We explore how this manner of “compression”
determines which rational squares fall between which integers. Do all of the patterns that emerge in rational
squares have counterparts when raising rational numbers to the third, fourth, or k-th power? Is there ever
more than one rational number with denominator q that fall in between the same consecutive integers? If
so, how can we determine how many/which numerators will satisfy this? Which consecutive integers can
a rational square with denominator q fall between? We explore these questions to better understand the
behavior of rational squares.
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